Involvement of the Central Thalamus in the Control of Smooth Pursuit Eye Movements
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During maintenance of smooth pursuit eye movements, the brain must keep track of pursuit velocity to reconstruct target velocity from motion of retinal images. Although a recent study showed that corollary discharge signals through the thalamus to the cortex are used for internal monitoring of saccades, it remains unknown whether signals in the thalamus also contribute to monitoring and on-line regulation of smooth pursuit. The present study sought possible roles of the thalamocortical pathways in pursuit by recording activities of single thalamic neurons and by analyzing the effects of local inactivation. Data showed that many neurons in the ventrolateral thalamus exhibited directional modulation during pursuit. Most neurons discharged before or during initiation of pursuit, and the firing rate was proportional to the speed of target motion in a preferred direction. When the tracking target was extinguished briefly during maintenance of pursuit, these neurons continued firing, indicating that they carried extra-retinal, eye movement signals. The majority of neurons showed no change in activity around the time of small catch-up saccades during pursuit but responded transiently to large (16°) memory-guided saccades in the preferred pursuit direction. Local inactivation of the recording sites did not alter pursuit latency but reduced eye velocity modestly during initiation and maintenance of ipsiversive pursuit. The results suggest that the central thalamus lies within pathways that regulate and monitor smooth pursuit eye movements.
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Introduction
Although signals through the thalamus to the cortex are essential for voluntary control of somatic movements, the roles of thalamocortical pathways in the control of eye movements remain primarily unknown. One specific role was demonstrated in a recent study showing that saccade signals in the mediiodorsal (MD) thalamus were used to keep track of eye movements and to update subsequent motor plans (Sommer and Wurtz, 2002, 2004b). Internal monitoring of one’s own behavior is also an integral part of smooth pursuit, a voluntary eye movement that allows primates to track a small moving object. Previous studies showed that monkeys and humans could update visuospatial working memory during pursuit (Zivотовsky et al., 1996; Baker et al., 2003) and that signals in the thalamus played a role in this updating process, at least in part (Gaymard et al., 1994). Just like saccade signals are used to preserve spatial continuity of visual responses in parietal neurons, pursuit signals also result in remapping of visual receptive fields of those neurons (Powell and Goldberg, 1997). Furthermore, because the smooth pursuit system operates as a negative feedback system, the system itself must monitor eye velocity continuously to reconstruct target velocity from retinal image motion, which is greatly reduced during maintenance of pursuit (Robinson et al., 1986; Krauzlis and Lisberger, 1994).

Previous studies showed that neurons in the central thalamus carried eye movement signals that were related to saccades, fixation, and eye or gaze position in space (Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1984, 1986; Tanibuchi and Goldman-Rakic, 2003, 2004; Wyder et al., 2003; Sommer and Wurtz, 2004a; Watanabe and Funahashi, 2004). However, it remains unknown whether the central thalamus also transmits signals that are related to smooth pursuit eye movements. Anatomical data suggest the existence of pursuit signals in the central thalamus. Both the frontal eye field (FEF) and the supplementary eye field that contain pursuit neurons receive abundant projections from the central thalamus, including the rostral group of the intralaminar nuclei and adjacent paralaminar regions of the MD, ventrolateral (VL), and ventroanterior (VA) nucleus of the thalamus (Huerta et al., 1986; Shook et al., 1991; Lynch et al., 1994; Matelli and Luppino, 1996; Tian and Lynch, 1997). Conversely, the central thalamus receives inputs from subcortical pursuit pathways, including the vestibular nuclei (Lang et al., 1979; Ansumo et al., 1983) and the deep cerebellar nuclei (Kalil, 1981; Asanuma et al., 1983; Lynch et al., 1994).

The present study aimed to elucidate the possible roles of the central thalamus in the control and monitoring of smooth pursuit by recording activity of single thalamic neurons and by examining effects of local inactivation. The results showed that many neurons in the ventrolateral thalamus were active during
pursuit, and inactivation of these neurons reduced eye velocity during initiation and maintenance of pursuit, suggesting that the central thalamus plays roles in smooth pursuit control.

Parts of this work have been presented previously in abstract form (Tanaka, 2004).

Materials and Methods

Animal preparation. Three adult Japanese monkeys (Macaca fuscata; one male, two females or intrahemispheric) were used. Two of them participated in previous behavioral experiments (Tanaka, 2003). All experimental protocols described here were approved in advance by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the Hokkaido University School of Medicine and were in accordance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (National Research Council, 1996). After the animals were trained to sit in a primate chair, a pair of head holders was implanted to the skull using titanium screws and dental acrylic under general halothane and pentobarbital anesthesia and using sterile procedures. A few weeks after the first surgery, a coil of stainless steel wire was implanted under the conjunctiva to record eye movements, using the same surgical procedures. During subsequent training and experimental sessions, the monkey’s head was secured to the primate chair, and horizontal and vertical eye position were recorded by using the search coil technique (Fuchs and Robinson, 1966). After training with the oculomotor tasks and behavioral experiments that lasted for several months, a recording cylinder (19 mm in diameter) was installed over a small craniotomy that was centered at A10–A13, L5, under the same surgical conditions. To verify the location of the thalamus, magnetic resonance images were taken from two monkeys before surgery. Animals received analgesia with either subcutaneous acetaminophen or intramuscular injection of pentazocine after each surgery. Topical antibiotics were administered around the implant and in the cylinder as necessary. Water intake of monkeys was controlled daily so that they were motivated to perform oculomotor tasks.

Visual stimuli and behavioral paradigms. Experiments were controlled by a Windows-based real-time data acquisition system (TEMPo; Reflective Computing, St. Louis, MO) running on Pentium personal computers. All events were updated every 5 ms, and visual stimuli were presented on a 24-inch cathode-ray tube monitor (GDM-FW900, refresh rate 60 Hz; Sony, Tokyo, Japan) that was located 38 cm away from the eyes and subtended 64 × 44° of visual angle. A 0.5° square spot served as the visual stimulus. Experiments were performed in a darkened booth, but visual stimuli were presented on a gray background (0.05 cd/m^2) to reduce visible streaks of a moving target. Horizontal and vertical eye position signals were calibrated before each experiment by having monkeys fixate a stationary target spot at known visual angles. Thereafter, visual stimuli were presented in individual trials, and monkeys were reinforced with drops of water or apple juice for maintaining eye position within a “window” that surrounded the target position throughout each trial. The trial was aborted and followed by newly selected trials if monkeys failed to maintain eye position within a specified window.

Each trial began with the onset of a red fixation target (2.0 cd/m^2). In the step-ramp pursuit task, the target was extinguished after a random 800–1200 ms interval, and a white moving target (2.3 cd/m^2) appeared 1–8° from the location of the initial fixation. The target moved toward the fixation location at 5°/s till 30°/s or 40°/s so that it crossed the fixation location 200 ms after motion onset. Location of initial fixation was at the center of the screen with a target speed of 5–20°/s but was shifted by 10° for faster target speeds. After a motion period of 900 ms for a target speed of 40°/s and 1000 ms for other speeds, the target stopped and remained visible for an additional 900–1300 ms. Monkeys were required to move their eyes within a 2–4° window surrounding the target location throughout the trial except for the initial 300 ms interval of target motion. In a variant of the pursuit task, the tracking target was extinguished briefly (150 ms) 250 ms after motion onset to examine the contribution of the retinal images of the target spot to the smooth pursuit-related neuronal activity. In the memory-guided saccade task, a white target spot appeared at 16° peripherally for 200 ms during a central fixation of 800–1200 ms. Animals were required to withhold responding to the target and maintained fixation at the center of the screen for another second. After offset of the fixation point, monkeys were required to make a saccade to the location of the previously flashed target within 400 ms. The peripheral target reappeared at the same location 400 ms after offset of the fixation point and was visible for an additional 800–1200 ms until the end of the trial. The second fixation interval was introduced to examine eye position-related modulation during fixation.

Procedures for recording and microinjection. A tungsten microelectrode (4–7 MΩ at 1 kHz; Frederick Haer Company, Bowdoinham, ME) was lowered through a 23 gauge guide tube with a hydraulic micromanipulator (MO-97S; Narishige, Tokyo, Japan). At the beginning of each experimental session, the location of electrode penetration was adjusted by using an x–y stage attached on top of the cylinder, and the guide tube was advanced 10–15 mm from the surface of intact dura. Signals through the electrodes were amplified, filtered, and monitored by using oscilloscopes and an audiometer. Typically, the dorsal surface of the thalamus could be identified by the existence of active fibers followed by the lateral ventricle. When neuronal activity related to eye movements was searched for, monkeys performed a block of memory-guided saccade trials (16°) and pursuit trials (20°/s) in four cardinal directions or in four oblique directions. Once task-related neuronal activity was encountered, isolation of single neurons was attempted by using a real-time spike sorter with template-matching algorithm (M5D; Alpha Omega, Nazareth Ilitt, Israel). Optimal direction of each task-related neuron was determined by changing the direction of the target motion in 45° steps, and neuronal activity was examined for eye movements along the preferred axis. Occurrence of action potentials of single neurons was detected and was saved in files with the data of eye movements and the location and timing of visual stimuli during the experiments.

After the recording experiments were terminated, effects of local inactivation of the central thalamus were examined in separate experiments. A 30 gauge injection needle connected to a microsyringe was inserted through the guide tube, and a small amount of GABA agonist (muscimol hydrobromide; 5.0 μg/μl in saline, 1.0–2.0 μl) was pressure injected around the recording sites at a rate of 0.2 μl/s. The effect of inactivation was assessed by comparing pursuit velocity before and 10–90 min after injection. A previous study showed that the spread of muscimol (1 μg in 1 μl) injected into the rat cerebral cortex was −1.7 mm, and that the width of spread remained relatively constant for 30–120 min after injection (Martin, 1991).

Data acquisition and analysis. Horizontal and vertical eye position signals were obtained directly from the eye coil electronics (MEL-25; Enzanshi Kogyo, Tokyo, Japan). Signals proportional to horizontal and vertical eye velocity were obtained by passing voltages of eye position signals through analog circuits that differentiated frequencies up to 50 Hz and attenuated higher frequencies (−12 dB/octave). Eye position, eye velocity, and target position signals were digitized at 1 kHz and were stored in files with other data of task events. Times of action potentials and the onset of each vertical retrace were also stored in the same files for subsequent off-line analysis that was performed using Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA).

For each neuron, traces of horizontal and vertical eye position were reviewed with the rasters and spike density profile that were constructed from the neuronal data. To obtain spike density, means of the millisecond-by-millisecond occurrence of action potentials across multiple trials were convolved with a Gaussian kernel that had σ of either 15 or 10 ms. The 15 ms kernel was used to show time courses of individual neuronal activities, whereas the 10 ms kernel was used to construct the population activity, to measure the latency of pursuit-related neuronal activity and to determine whether each pursuit neuron showed changes in activity around the time of catch-up saccades. Other quantitative measurements of neuronal activity were made based on spike counts for specific time windows.

When pursuit and neuronal latencies were measured, data were aligned on the exact time of target motion onset that was computed based on target location and vertical retrace signals (Tanaka, 2003). To determine the onset of pursuit-related activity, spike density after target motion was compared with the variance of average spike density over the 400 ms period immediately before target motion (baseline). The onset of neuronal activity corresponded to the beginning of the first 50 ms interval when average spike density consistently exceeded the mean ± 2 SDs.
Table 1. Number of neurons with different types of task-related activity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Smooth pursuit</th>
<th>55 (21%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eye position</td>
<td>40 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All saccade</td>
<td>181 (70%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saccade with pursuit</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All delay</td>
<td>51 (20%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay with pursuit</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay with saccade</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delay with both</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>21 (8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because many neurons showed task-related activity for more than one task event, the sum of the numbers of neurons exceeds the total number of neurons.

Results

Types of neuronal responses and their locations within the thalamus

Data collected from four thalami of three monkeys showed neuronal activity related to smooth pursuit, eye position, saccades, and delay period in the memory-guided saccade tasks. Because response properties during saccades and fixation have been described previously (Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1984; Schlag-Rey and Schlag, 1984; Tanibuchi and Goldman-Rakic, 2003, 2005; Wyder et al., 2003, 2004; Sommer and Wurtz 2004a; Watanabe and Funahashi, 2004), the present study only considered activity during smooth pursuit. However, to show the overall distribution of eye movement-related neurons in the central thalamus, Table 1 summarizes the number of all task-related neurons that were examined in this study. Activity in almost all of these neurons (259 of 260) was formally examined during pursuit, and 55 (21%) of them exhibited pursuit-related responses. Activity of 40 other neurons was also modulated during pursuit, but firing rate was related to orbital eye position. Figure 1 shows representative examples of two types of neurons that showed sustained activity during ipsiversive pursuit. Although both neurons modulated their activity depending on the direction of pursuit, the activity during the second fixation interval that was introduced after target motion clearly differentiated these two types of neurons. The pursuit-related neuron (Fig. 1 A) ceased firing after target motion offset, whereas the eye position-related neuron (Fig. 1 B) continued firing as long as the animal looked into the preferred direction. As shown in a later section, many pursuit-related neurons also responded only transiently to large memory-guided saccades in the preferred pursuit direction, whereas the eye position-related neuron showed sustained activity immediately before or after saccades.

Figure 2 illustrates the sites of neurons recorded from one monkey. To allow for comparisons with other types of neurons, locations of all types of neurons are shown. Pursuit-related neurons distributed rather sparsely in the medial part of the caudal division of the ventrolateral nucleus and adjacent area X of the thalamus. These neurons were found within an area containing other types of neurons and were close to the area in which previous experiments recorded eye movement-related neu-
neurons (Schlag-Rey and Schlag, 1984; Wyder et al., 2003, 2004; Tanibuchi and Goldman-Rakic, 2005).

Directionality of pursuit-related neuronal activity
Similarly to the neuron shown in Figure 1A, most pursuit-related neurons exhibited directional modulation during pursuit. Figure 3A plots the time courses of population activity during pursuit at 20°/s in the preferred direction and in the opposite direction. To construct these traces, spike density curves (σ = 10 ms) for each neuron were normalized for their maximal value. Traces in Figure 3A show that activity during pursuit was directional in the population, but there were some responses for pursuit in the opposite direction. Directionality of individual neurons was assessed by computing the directional index (see Materials and Methods) that is plotted in Figure 3B. Distribution of DIs indicates that most neurons showed directional modulation during pursuit, whereas a few responded equally to pursuit in opposite directions. The DIs averaged 0.70 ± 0.39 (median, 0.70), and activity during pursuit in opposite directions was statistically different (Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test, p < 0.05) for 43 of 55 neurons (78%) (Fig. 3B, filled bars). For these 43 neurons, Figure 3C plots the distribution of their preferred directions relative to the recording site. The preferred directions were distributed in all directions, including oblique directions, but were biased toward ipsiversive pursuit (Rayleigh’s test, p < 0.05; mean vector angle, 22.6°). The width of directional tuning was examined for 23 neurons by having monkeys track a moving target in eight different directions. For 17 of these neurons, average firing rate during target motion (1000 ms in duration) significantly correlated with direction of motion (Mardia’s rank correlation, p < 0.05). When a Gaussian curve was fitted to the means of neuronal activity for eight pursuit directions for each of the 17 neurons (least squares, minimal r² = 0.74), the σ of Gaussian averaged 67.0 ± 22.7° (median, 67.1°), which corresponded to the full-width at half-maximum of 157.8 ± 53.4°.

Neuronal response latency
Figure 4 compares neuronal and pursuit latencies for each pursuit-related neuron. Pursuit latency is the time when eye velocity is statistically different (p < 0.01, two-tailed t test) from baseline eye velocity (100 ms before target motion onset) for >100 ms (see Materials and Methods). Neuronal latency was measured when the spike density (σ = 10 ms) exceeded the mean + 2 SDs of baseline activity (400 ms before target motion onset) for >50 ms. The scatter plot in Figure 4 shows that many pursuit-related neurons were normalized for their maximal value. Traces in Figure 3A show that activity during pursuit was directional in the population, but there were some responses for pursuit in the opposite direction. Directionality of individual neurons was assessed by computing the directional index (see Materials and Methods) that is plotted in Figure 3B. Distribution of DIs indicates that most neurons showed directional modulation during pursuit, whereas a few responded equally to pursuit in opposite directions. The DIs averaged 0.70 ± 0.39 (median, 0.70), and activity during pursuit in opposite directions was statistically different (Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test, p < 0.05) for 43 of 55 neurons (78%) (Fig. 3B, filled bars). For these 43 neurons, Figure 3C plots the distribution of their preferred directions relative to the recording site. The preferred directions were distributed in all directions, including oblique directions, but were biased toward ipsiversive pursuit (Rayleigh’s test, p < 0.05; mean vector angle, 22.6°). The width of directional tuning was examined for 23 neurons by having monkeys track a moving target in eight different directions. For 17 of these neurons, average firing rate during target motion (1000 ms in duration) significantly correlated with direction of motion (Mardia’s rank correlation, p < 0.05). When a Gaussian curve was fitted to the means of neuronal activity for eight pursuit directions for each of the 17 neurons (least squares, minimal r² = 0.74), the σ of Gaussian averaged 67.0 ± 22.7° (median, 67.1°), which corresponded to the full-width at half-maximum of 157.8 ± 53.4°.
neurons discharged before (42%; \(n = 23\)) or during initiation of pursuit, and most of them (82%; \(n = 45\)) were active before the tracking target crossed the initial fixation location (200 ms after target motion onset). Neuronal and behavioral latencies averaged 141.5 \(\pm\) 71.5 ms (median, 119 ms) and 112.1 \(\pm\) 11.5 ms (median, 112 ms) after target motion onset, respectively. On average, neuronal activity lagged pursuit initiation by 29.4 \(\pm\) 72.9 ms (median, 11 ms). After removing six outliers with a neuronal latency >250 ms, these values were 9.2 \(\pm\) 46.2 ms (median, 2 ms) with a firing rate lagging pursuit. To confirm that latency of neuronal activity was constant for different tracking conditions, neuronal latency was compared across pursuit for different target speeds in the preferred direction. For 16 neurons that were also analyzed in the next section, neuronal latency for target motion of 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40°/s averaged 182.1 \(\pm\) 107.4 (median, 141), 139.6 \(\pm\) 39.4 (137), 134.5 \(\pm\) 53.8 (131), 144.3 \(\pm\) 52.6 (146), and 142.9 \(\pm\) 48.3 (132.5) ms, respectively, and these values were not statistically different across different target speeds (one-way ANOVA, \(p = 0.27\)). As described below (see Response to saccades), a minority of neurons (\(n = 13; 24\%\)) showed changes in activity around the time of catch-up saccades. Neuronal latency of these neurons (Fig. 4, triangles) was not statistically different from that of the others (unpaired \(t\) test, \(p = 0.39\)).

**Velocity sensitivity**

Pursuit-related activity was sensitive to ongoing pursuit velocity. Sensitivity to the target speed was examined by having monkeys track a target that moved at 5, 10, 20, 30, and 40°/s in the preferred direction (Fig. 5A). Because pursuit-related neurons were insensitive to eye position, as shown in the population activity (Fig. 3A) and as analyzed below, initial fixation location was shifted by 10° for faster target motion so that duration of target motion was 900 ms for 40°/s and was 1000 ms for other target speeds. Figure 5B shows data from a neuron that had a preference for ipsiversive pursuit. Activity of this neuron became greater with increasing speed of target motion. Activity during pursuit was measured for the interval starting at 100 ms after target motion onset and ending at the time of target stop and is plotted in Figure 5C as a function of target speed. Horizontal lines in the plot indicate means of activity during fixation that were measured for 300 ms intervals immediately before target motion onset (continuous line) or 300 ms after target motion offset (broken line), showing that the neuron lacked eye position sensitivity. Figure 5D summarizes the response during pursuit for different target speeds for individual neurons (thin lines) and for population means (thick solid lines). For all neurons tested, magnitude of response increased with increasing speed of target motion. Sensitivity to target speed in the preferred direction was computed by fitting a regression line to data of five target speeds. Regression slopes averaged 0.49 \(\pm\) 0.32 (median, 0.50) spikes/s°/s, and regression coefficients averaged 0.79 \(\pm\) 0.37.

**Response in the absence of a tracking target**

Pursuit-related signals in the central thalamus appear to have a nonvisual origin. Contribution of motion of the retinal target images to activity during pursuit was examined by extinguishing the tracking target briefly (150 ms). Figure 6A illustrates the data of a single pursuit-related neuron that showed preference for ipsiversive pursuit. In half of the pursuit trials at 20°/s in the preferred direction, the target was turned off 250 ms after its motion onset (“Blink”). Rasters and spike density profile for the trials with target blink showed that the neuron decreased its activity only slightly after target blink but continued firing well above the baseline activity before target motion. The effect of target blink on pursuit-related activity was quantified by measuring the activity for a 100 ms interval starting from 100 ms after offset of the tracking target. Figure 6B compares means of neuronal activity measured for the trials with target blink and those without it, for 15 thalamic neurons. Except for four neurons that showed statistically significant changes in activity during target blink (filled symbols) (unpaired \(t\) test, \(p < 0.05\)), activity of most neurons was not altered. The ratio of the magnitudes of activity for trials with to those without target blink averaged 0.98 \(\pm\) 0.59 (median, 0.93).

**Response to saccades**

Previous studies in the brainstem have shown that pursuit signals interacted with saccade signals in individual neurons. For example, neurons in the superior colliculus carried motor error signals that were used for control of both pursuit and saccades (Krauzlis et al., 1997). Other studies showed interactions between pursuit and saccade signals for single neurons in the vestibular nuclei (Chubb and Fuchs, 1982; Lisberger et al., 1994), the fastigial nucleus (Fuchs et al., 1994), the interstitial nucleus of Cajal (Missal et al., 2000), and the pontine reticular formation (Keller and Missal, 2003). Because neurons in all of these structures send axons to the paralaminar regions of the thalamus, central thalamic neurons likely respond to both pursuit and saccades. In addition, neurons in the superior colliculus and lateral intraparietal cortex (Krauzlis et al., 1997) and neurons in the pulvinar (Krauzlis et al., 1999) can send feedback signals to the paralaminar regions of the thalamus.
neurons exhibited sustained activity during pursuit in the preferred direction (A) and also responded to large (16°) memory-guided saccades in the same direction (C). Burst of activity was preceded by a variable amount of buildup of activity during the delay between the cue and fixation target offset. Because these neurons modulated their activity for saccades in the preferred pursuit direction, activity during pursuit could be attributed to occurrence of or preparation for catch-up saccades. If this were the case, activity during pursuit would be modulated around the time of catch-up saccades. To examine this possibility, data for pursuit trials were aligned on catch-up saccades that occurred 200–800 ms after target motion onset. Then response to catch-up saccades was evaluated whether the mean spike density ($\sigma = 10$ ms) around the time of catch-up saccade ($\pm 200$ ms) deviated from the mean $\pm 2$ SD of the baseline activity for $>15$ ms that was measured for spike densities of individual saccades and for the interval 200–400 ms before initiation of saccades. Among 55 neurons, 42 (76%) did not fulfill the above criterion and showed no evident changes in activity around the time of catch-up saccades, as shown by the two examples in Figure 7 (cells 1, 2). The remaining 13 neurons showed a gradual increase in activity before initiation of catch-up saccades, just like cell 3 in Figure 7.

Figure 8, A and B, plots time courses of population activity for both types of neurons that are aligned on the occurrence of catch-up saccades during pursuit in the preferred direction (left column) or on the initiation of memory-guided saccades of 16° in the preferred pursuit direction (right column, Pref) and in the opposite direction (Opp). To obtain population activity, the spike density ($\sigma = 10$ ms) for each neuron was normalized for the value that was used to normalize the pursuit-related activity shown in Figure 3A. For most neurons (76%), firing rate was unchanged in the wake of catch-up saccades, but the same neurons modulated their activity around the time of large memory-guided saccades in the preferred or in the opposite direction (Fig. 8A, right). A minority of neurons (24%) showed a gradual increase in activity before catch-up saccades and a decrease in activity immediately after saccades (Fig. 8B, left). The difference in activity between catch-up saccades and large memory-guided saccades could be attributed to the difference in saccade amplitudes. To test this possibility, activity of 11 pursuit-related neurons that showed no clear changes in activity around the time of catch-up saccades was examined for small visually guided saccades in the preferred pursuit direction. Data for the target steps of 1, 2, and 4° were combined and were aligned with saccade initiation. Neuronal response was computed as the difference between the maximal value of the means of firing rate measured for every 80 ms intervals around the time of saccades (200 ms before to 400 ms after saccade initiation) and the activity 300–200 ms before saccades (baseline). For compar-

Figure 6. Responses to target "blink" during maintenance of pursuit. A, Data for an example neuron. In one-half of the trials, the moving target disappeared only briefly (150 ms) during pursuit. The raster display is shown for trials with target blink. Horizontal black bars indicate the 100 ms interval for the quantitative analysis. B, Comparison of responses during target blink with nonblink control. Filled circles are data for neurons that showed significant changes in activity during target blink ($t$ test, $p < 0.05$).

Figure 7. Comparisons between responses to pursuit, catch-up saccades, and large (16°) memory-guided saccades in the preferred pursuit direction for three example neurons. A, Activity during pursuit in the preferred direction. Data are shown for a 1 s interval of target motion. Average eye position and rasters are shown for cell 1 only. B, Same data as in A but aligned on catch-up saccades that occurred 200–800 ms after target motion onset. C, Responses during memory-guided saccades in the preferred pursuit direction.
ion, response to catch-up saccades was also measured for the same intervals, and response to large memory-guided saccades was measured by using a 150 ms time window. When neuronal responses to small saccades were normalized for response to large memory-guided saccades, the values averaged 0.49 ± 0.29 (n = 11) and 0.02 ± 0.35 for visually guided saccades and catch-up saccades, respectively. A one-way ANOVA and post hoc comparison (Scheffé’s) revealed that firing rates for catch-up saccades were statistically different from those during amplitude-matched visually guided saccades (p < 0.05), and that firing rates for large memory-guided saccades were different from those during small saccades (p < 0.01). Thus, absence of activity modulation around the time of catch-up saccades appeared to be attributable to both the facts that they were small saccades and that they were generated during pursuit.

To compare the activity during pursuit with that around the time of large saccades for individual neurons, Figure 9A plots the means and SEs of firing rates that were measured for pursuit at 20°/s and memory-guided saccades of 16° in the preferred pursuit direction. Because time courses of these eye movements were so different, neuronal activity was measured for different time windows that were 400 ms in duration for pursuit and 150 ms for saccades. For each neuron, the time window was located within the 1000 ms period of target motion or the 600 ms period starting from 200 ms before saccade initiation and was located so as to obtain a maximal mean value. Time of the measurement interval varied from neuron to neuron but was the same for individual trials for each neuron. The plot in Figure 9A indicates that actual firing rates for both types of eye movements are comparable, except for some neurons that showed modulation of activity during catch-up saccades (open symbols). However, because many neurons increased their activity during the delay period in the memory-guided saccade task (Fig. 8A), the comparison of firing rates could result from an interplay between preparatory activity and saccade activity. Therefore, modulation of neuronal activity was also compared by subtracting baseline activity from actual firing rate for individual neurons (Fig. 9B). Baseline activity was measured for the 400 ms interval before target motion (pursuit) or for 300–200 ms before saccade initiation (saccade). Figure 9B shows that many neurons exhibited a response to saccades, whereas 10 neurons (18%) showed greater response to pursuit than saccades (one-tailed t test, p < 0.05). When ratio of the response magnitudes was computed for individual neurons (pursuit response divided by saccade response), the median of the value was 1.00, and the value was statistically less for neurons that responded to catch-up saccades than for the other neurons (Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test, p < 0.01).

Activity of eye position-related neurons during pursuit
A previous study showed that eye position signals in the central thalamus during fixation were affected by the direction of preceding saccades (Schlag-Rey and Schlag, 1984). Here, whether activity of eye position-related neurons was also affected by the direction and speed of ongoing smooth pursuit was investigated. Neuronal responses were examined by having monkeys track a moving target at different velocities within a limited range of eye positions that were 10° from the center of the screen. Figure 10A shows time courses of target position for five different pursuit tasks. A target spot appeared either at the center of the screen or at 10° in the periphery and was then stepped 2–5° and moved toward the position of fixation at 6, 10, 20, or 30°/s in the preferred direction of the neuron under study or moved at 20°/s in the opposite direction. The target crossed the initial fixation location 333, 200, 200, and 167 ms after motion onset for a speed of 6, 10, 20, and 30°/s, respectively, and this step-ramp target motion effectively induced high gain pursuit and eliminated the occurrence of saccades during initiation of pursuit. The target stopped after 2000, 1200, 700, and 500 ms after its motion onset for target speed of 6, 10, 20, and 30°/s, respectively, and then remained visible for >900 ms until the end of the trial. Figure 10B shows the data of an eye position-related neuron that showed a preference for ipsilateral eye position. For pursuit in the direction of the preferred eye position, the neuron exhibited an increase in activity shortly after initiation of pursuit that had a latency of ~100
ms. Firing rates grew more rapidly for faster target motion, and neuronal activity during the second fixation after target motion offset remained above baseline, consistent with eye position sensitivity. For target motion in the opposite direction, activity during initial fixation was rather high, and activity decreased during smooth pursuit. The slight increase in activity during central fixation after termination of target motion was likely attributed to occurrence of small saccades in the direction opposite to pursuit that compensated for the retinal error caused by a sudden offset of target motion.

To analyze the effects of smooth pursuit, firing rate was compared with eye position for each 200 ms interval starting from 100 ms before to 100 ms after target motion as a function of mean horizontal eye position for each 200 ms interval starting from 100 ms before to 100 ms after target motion onset. The horizontal solid and dashed lines indicate the population means of activity during fixation before and after target motion in the preferred direction, respectively.

For target motion in the preferred direction, respectively. Figure 10E compares means of activity during pursuit at 20°/s toward versus away from the preferred eye position for 11 eye position-related neurons. Although the eyes moved within the same range in both conditions, the magnitude of neuronal activity was greater for pursuit in the preferred direction than in the opposite direction for most neurons (73%, 8 of 11). However, eye position-related neurons appeared to be insensitive to speed of target motion in the preferred direction. Figure 10E summarizes the activity during pursuit for different target speeds for individual neurons (thin lines) and for population means (thick solid line). Data are compared with means of activity during fixation before (solid horizontal line) and after (broken line) target motion that were measured for the 300 ms intervals immediately before target motion onset and that starting from 300 ms after target motion offset. Except for two neurons, neuronal responses did not correlate clearly with the speed of target motion in the preferred direction, indicating that eye position-related neurons could identify the direction of ongoing pursuit but not pursuit speed.

**Effects of inactivation on pursuit**

To examine whether pursuit-related signals in the thalamus are used for pursuit control, recording sites were inactivated reversibly by injecting a small amount of muscimol. Figure 11 shows time course of pursuit initiation for leftward target motion before (continuous traces) and after (broken traces) inactivation of the left thalamus. Effects of inactivation became evident shortly after

---

**Figure 10.** Responses of eye position-related neurons during smooth pursuit. A. Time courses of target position and average eye velocity for the neuron shown in B. The target stepped at the time of motion onset to eliminate saccades during pursuit initiation. B. Responses of an example neuron. Spike density profiles are aligned on target motion onset (vertical line). Numbers indicate target velocity. Note that the times of target motion offset (triangles) are different for different target speeds. C. Each trace plots mean firing rates measured for each 200 ms interval starting from 100 ms before to 100 ms after target motion as a function of mean horizontal eye position at the same measuring interval for the neuron shown in B. Numbers indicate target velocity. D. Comparison of neuronal responses during pursuit at 20°/s in opposite directions but within the same range of eye position. Filled symbols indicate neurons that showed statistically significant directional modulation during pursuit (t test, p < 0.05). Triangle indicates data for the neuron shown in B and C. E. Responses to different target speeds in the preferred direction. Data connected with thin lines indicate individual neurons, and those connected with thick lines indicate population means. Data for zero target speed are the baseline activity measured during fixation before target motion onset. The horizontal solid and dashed lines indicate the population means of activity during fixation before and after target motion in the preferred direction, respectively.
pursuit initiation and persisted during maintenance of pursuit. To quantify these effects, the following three parameters were measured for horizontal pursuit at 20°/s in both directions: (1) average eye velocity 100–200 ms after target motion onset (initiation), (2) average eye velocity 300–500 ms after target motion onset (maintenance), and (3) peak eye acceleration during a period 100–200 ms after target motion onset (acceleration). These values were statistically different between before and after inactivation \((t^{test}, p < 0.05)\) for pursuit in either or both directions for 25 of 39 sites tested. The locations of these effective sites in one monkey are shown in Figure 2 (gray circles). When saline was injected at 3 of the 25 sites, eye velocity was not altered during either initiation or maintenance of pursuit. Conversely, when effects on memory-guided saccades were tested for 21 of these 25 sites, latency of contraversive saccades was slightly but significantly (Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test, \(p < 0.05\)) lengthened for 13 sites. Figure 12 summarizes data of pursuit for 25 effective sites of three monkeys, comparing values before and after inactivation.

The effect of inactivation was greater for ipsiversive than contraversive pursuit and was more evident during initiation than maintenance of pursuit. On average, eye velocity during pursuit initiation (Fig. 12A) became 75% (ranged from 58 to 105%) and 92% (70–107%) of the control for ipsiversive and contraversive target motions, respectively. Peak eye acceleration (Fig. 12C) also reduced to 80% (59–96%) for ipsiversive pursuit but did not change greatly for contraversive pursuit (97% on average). Although the effect of inactivation on maintenance of pursuit was statistically significant \((t^{test}, p < 0.01)\) (Fig. 12B, filled symbols) for many injection sites (21 and 14 of 25 sites for ipsiversive and contraversive pursuit, respectively), the amount of changes in average eye velocity was rather small. Eye velocity during maintenance of pursuit reduced to 90% (75–100%) and 94% (84–103%) of the control value for ipsiversive and contraversive target motions, respectively.

As shown in traces of pursuit velocity (Fig. 11), inactivation of the central thalamus did not alter pursuit latency. For each injection site and pursuit direction, pursuit latency was measured by comparing eye velocity for 100 ms before target motion onset (baseline) and the millisecond-by-millisecond eye velocity after target motion onset (see Materials and Methods). The two left columns in each panel in Figure 13 summarize pursuit latency before and after inactivation. For both directions, pursuit latency was not statistically different (NS, two-tailed \(t^{test}, p > 0.2\)). Latency of inactivation effects was measured by comparing millisecond-by-millisecond pursuit velocity before and after inactivation (see Materials and Methods), and values are shown on the right column in each panel. On average, effects of inactivation appeared 114.5 ± 20.3 ms \((n = 18)\) and 143.2 ± 26.7 ms \((n = 9)\) after target motion onset for ipsiversive and contraversive pursuit, respectively. These values were 21.2 ± 18.0 and 45.7 ± 31.2 ms longer than latency of pursuit before inactivation for ipsiversive and contraversive pursuit, respectively.

**Discussion**

The present study provided direct evidence for thalamic involvement in the control of smooth pursuit eye movements. Many neurons in the ventrolateral thalamus exhibited sustained activity during pursuit in the preferred direction. Most of them discharged before or during initiation of pursuit, and their firing rates were proportional to the speed of target motion in the pre-
ferred direction. Inactivation of these neurons reduced eye velocity during initiation and maintenance of pursuit, indicating that the central thalamus lies within pathways that regulate smooth pursuit eye movements.

Properties of pursuit signals in the central thalamus
So far, there has been no direct evidence showing that the central thalamus is involved in the control of smooth pursuit eye movements, although one study reported neurons that were inhibited during pursuit (Schlag and Schlag-Rey, 1984). Because this previous study showed that eye position signal in the central thalamus was affected by the direction of preceding eye movements, one might argue that modulation during pursuit was attributed to this hysteretic nature of eye position signals. Indeed, eye position-related neurons showed directional modulation during pursuit in a way that was expected from the previous study (Fig. 10). However, pursuit-related activity found in the present study was clearly different from directional modulation of eye position-related activity in several important ways. First, neurons lacked eye position sensitivity, showing no systematic changes in activity during fixation before and after eye movements in any directions. Second, many neurons with pursuit-related activity also exhibited a transient activity around the time of memory-guided saccades of 16°, whereas eye position-related neurons showed sustained activity as long as the monkey fixated a peripheral target in the preferred direction. Third, some neurons showed a weaker activity for pursuit in the direction opposite to the preferred direction, resulting in a wide distribution of the directional index (Fig. 3B). Finally, pursuit-related activity was sensitive to the speed of target motion in the preferred direction, whereas activity of eye position-related neurons was not. Because neurons continued firing when the tracking target was extinguished briefly, pursuit-related activity did not reflect motion of retinal target images. Instead, the activity was likely related to velocity of smooth pursuit.

Where do the pursuit signals come from? The present results showed that pursuit signals interacted with saccade signals in individual thalamic neurons. This result contrasts with previous anatomical (Tian and Lynch, 1997), physiological (Gottlieb et al., 1994), and functional imaging (Petit and Haxby, 1999; Rosano et al., 2002) data showing that pursuit and saccades are processed by distinct populations of cortical neurons. For example, only ~10% of pursuit-related neurons in the FEF are active during saccades (Tanaka and Lisberger, 2002), although neurons in the ventrolateral thalamus project to the pursuit subregion in the FEF (Tian and Lynch, 1997). Conversely, it is known that pursuit and saccade signals are integrated in single neurons in the brainstem and the cerebellum, including the superior colliculus (Krauzlis et al., 1997), pontine reticular formation (Keller and Missal, 2003), interstitial nucleus of Cajal (Missal et al., 2000), vestibular nuclei (Chubb and Fuchs, 1982; Lisberger et al., 1994), fastigial nucleus (Fuchs et al., 1994), and cerebellar vermis (Suzuki and Keller, 1988) and flocculus (Lisberger and Fuchs, 1978). Because the paralaminar part of the thalamus receives inputs from all of these subcortical regions, interaction of both types of eye movements in thalamic neurons could be inherited from those subcortical neurons, although the proportion of pursuit neurons with sac- cade sensitivity was much greater in the thalamus than most of these subcortical regions. For example, a minority of pursuit-related neurons in the thalamus that modulated their activity around the time of catch-up saccades may encode retinal position error during pursuit like neurons in the rostral superior colliculus (Krauzlis et al., 1997). Neurons with oblique preferred direction might receive pursuit signals from the vermis of the cerebellum through the fastigial nucleus in which interaction of both types of eye movement signals exists for 70 and 30% of pursuit neurons, respectively, and many respond to pursuit in oblique directions (vermis, Suzuki and Keller, 1988; fastigial nucleus, Fuchs et al., 1994).

Another possible source of pursuit signals in the central thalamus is the basal ganglia. Anatomically, the paralaminar regions of MD, VL, and VA nucleus of the thalamus receive strong projections from output nodes of the basal ganglia (Alexander et al., 1986). A recent study in Cebus monkeys showed that the pursuit subregion in the FEF received inputs from the pallidal-projecting part of VL and VA (Tian and Lynch, 1997). Furthermore, a recent imaging study showed significant increase in regional blood flow in the caudate nucleus during pursuit (O’Driscoll et al., 2000). In addition, it was observed that patients with Parkinson’s disease showed abnormalities in pursuit (White et al., 1983), and unit recording experiments showed that a subset of neurons in the substantia nigra pars reticulata exhibited modulation in activity during pursuit (Pokorny and Basso, 2003). All of these studies support the hypothesis that the cortical-basal ganglia circuitry is involved in the control of smooth pursuit. Unfortunately, however, there are no available data to compare pursuit signals in the basal ganglia with the present results.

Roles of the central thalamus in smooth pursuit eye movements
Because the smooth pursuit system operates as a negative feedback control system, there must exist neuronal mechanisms that reconstruct target velocity during maintenance of pursuit by integrating signals of retinal image motion and ongoing pursuit velocity. Previous studies have incorporated positive feedback circuit(s) into the system to create target velocity signals in the absence of retinal image motion (Robinson et al., 1986; Krauzlis and Lisberger, 1994). There are several possible pathways that could account for this velocity memory of pursuit: recurrent networks between the cerebellum and the brainstem (Stone and Lisberger, 1990), networks within cerebral cortices (Tabata et al., 2002), and ascending thalamocortical pathways that link subcortical and cortical eye movement areas. The present study provided supporting evidence for the third pathway. Indeed, many thalamic neurons showed directional modulation during pursuit, and inactivation of these neurons decreased eye velocity during initiation and maintenance of pursuit. Consistent with the higher proportion of ipsiversive pursuit neurons, the effect of inactivation was greater for ipsiversive than contraversive pursuit. Thalamic inactivation did not alter pursuit latency but reduced eye velocity shortly after pursuit initiation, suggesting that the central thalamus lies within the internal feedback pathways.

However, effects of inactivation were only 25% for initiation and 10% for maintenance of pursuit. The small change in pursuit velocity might be attributed to the fact that pursuit-related neurons distributed sparsely within the central thalamus (Fig. 2). Local inactivation possibly removed pursuit signals that were carried by thalamic neurons only partially. Alternatively, velocity memory of pursuit might be implemented by multiple recurrent networks within the system, and thalamocortical pathways may play only a minor role in tracking condition in the present study. The idea of multiple recurrent circuits has already been suggested in several pursuit models (Robinson et al., 1986; Bennett and Barnes, 2004). Other studies have shown that the gain of feedback pathways is modifiable depending on the context of tracking conditions, including the presence of a stationary occluder (Churchland et al., 2003), practice (Madelain and Krauzlis, 2003), or predictability of target motion (Bennett and Barnes, 2004). Different
feedback pathways might play roles in monitoring and regulating pursuit velocity in different conditions.
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